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technical and economic assessment of the main
conversion and storage technologies

Freddy Ordóñez,1,4 Thomas Fasquelle,2,4 Alain Dollet,3 and Alexis Vossier3,4,5,*

SUMMARY

The techno-economic performances of five different solar-electricity conversion technologies (photovol-
taic, solar tower, parabolic trough as well as two hybrid PV/CSP systems) associated with three energy
storage means (electrochemical, thermal, and thermophotovoltaic) are evaluated thanks to representa-
tive models applied to four representative sites around the world. The evaluation is based on the ability
to dispatch the power production throughout the year, the ability tomaximize energy injection in the elec-
trical grid, and the levelized cost of electricity. It is found that increasing the dispatchability of solar power
plants will necessarily lead to the emergence of additional energy losses and important LCOE increase,
either because of low round-trip efficiency of the storage system, or because of its high cost of energy
capacity. Despite lower energy production for a given collecting area, combination of PV power plants
with electrochemical storage or thermal energy storage surprisingly seem to be the most promising
paths.

INTRODUCTION

The deployment of solar power has known a tremendous growth in the last decades. PV is by far the most deployed technology worldwide,

owing to its low prices: PV prices below 11 USD/MWh1 have been reported in the sunniest areas, and PV power is already among the cheapest

electricity sources in many countries.2 The installed capacity of PV modules has exceeded the TW level in 2022,3 and the share of solar elec-

tricity in the world electricity mix is now close to 5%.4

Despite these encouraging trends, the growth of solar power beyond its current level is hindered by the low dispatchability of these tech-

nologies. Because of its intermittent nature, the injection of solar power in the electrical grid is fundamentally constrained by the availability of

the solar resource, leading to discrepancies between electricity production and demand. For low penetration levels of solar power in the grid,

the variability of the solar input can be balanced by adjusting the electrical production from other dispatchablemeans (i.e., natural gas, hydro,

or nuclear plants). However, correcting this mismatch becomes more intricate as the share of variable renewable energy (VRE) plants in-

creases, leading to growing electricity curtailments,5 as well as increased occurrences of negative electricity prices in the energy markets.6

Further deployment of VRE in the electricitymix will thus require the development of storage solutions aiming at smoothing solar electricity

production and therefore achieving a better matching with the electrical demand. Number of storage technologies are currently under devel-

opment, covering a wide range of time response, power, and energy characteristics, such as battery energy storage systems (BESS),7 pumped

hydro energy storage (PHS),8 flywheels,9 compressed-air energy systems (CAES),10 or thermal energy storage (TES) systems.11 Because of

their cost structure, their efficiency, or their typical operating conditions, the techno-economic performances of each storage technology

may vary significantly depending on the storage characteristics (i.e., capacity, power), the dispatch strategy of the electrical energy stored

(i.e., baseload or tracking load), or the targeted dispatchability of the plant. The ability of solar andwind energy to cover an increasing fraction

of the electric demand has been already evaluated both at the level of the US,12 and at the world level.13

A number of works published over the last years aimed at finding the optimal designs of solar plants to maximize electricity production

and/or to minimize electricity costs while achieving a given dispatchability for selected geographical locations, most often comparing the

performances of the different solutions proposed. The operation of specific solar plant technology designed to achieve a given dispatchabil-

ity was recently discussed for concentrated solar power (CSP) including TES,14 with the possible addition of a PV field (with or without electro-

chemical storage) leading in some cases to non-compact hybrid PV-CSP plants whose performances are finally compared to stand-alone con-

figurations.15–18 Most often, this kind of integrated non-compact PV-CSP plants has turned out to decrease electricity costs as compared to
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stand-alone plants or non-integrated hybrid plants (where the PV andCSP parts operate independently).18–21 These recent studies offer useful

insights regarding the ability of solar power to guarantee dispatchable electricity production at minimum cost, provided that the storage vol-

ume and the solar plant peak power are finely tailored. However, it is usually difficult to draw generic conclusions from these previous works

since they are often specific to 1 or 2 geographical locations15,16,18,21–24 and/or to a restricted number of technological options or consider a

rudimentary demand scenario (such as baseload).15,23 It is difficult, for instance, to conclude on the interest of having both BESS and TES to

store the excess electricity. Some very recent works have considered a rather wide set of solar plant configurations combining CSP, PV, TES,

and BESS and determined the technological combinations leading to the lowest electricity cost allowing to satisfy a given demand fraction18

or tominimize the loss of power supply probability (LPSP)21,25: they have shown that TES is required tominimize the levelized cost of electricity

(LCOE) and better meet the demand but they have drawn different conclusions on the interest of adding BESS; however, each study consid-

ered a single but different geographical location. Other recent studies have considered rather larger sets of different geographical sites and

technological configurations but simplified demand scenarios, e.g., prioritize production at night.26,27 Although most articles considering

economic criteria for solar plant optimization focused only or mostly on the LCOE, some recent papers have also included the energymarkets

in their multi-objective optimization, e.g., in28 to maximize the benefit-to-cost ratio according to the fluctuating market prices. Sensitivity an-

alyses on the cost of key plant components such as storage systems or projection of costs have sometimes been included in the optimiza-

tion.16,17,21,26,29 Another group of studies has more specifically focused on the value of different storage technologies, such as PHS, CAES,

and BESS, for a given VRE mix in a given location. These studies concluded that the integration of additional generation capacity combined

with energy curtailment may outperform strategies involving additional storage integration.30–32 The latter is however more effective in de-

carbonizing the energy produced,33 and a combination of long-term and short-term energy storage may constitute an optimal solution.34 It

has also been shown that energy capacity cost and discharge efficiency are the most important parameters in terms of revenue optimization

for a given demand, compared to load efficiency and capacity cost. Thus, the low round-trip efficiency of several storage technologies (such as

hydrogen) may put a damper on their competitiveness.35

Here, we extend these previous analyses by providing a benchmark study aiming at evaluating how the different conversion and storage

technologies behave and compare to each other on some technical and economic grounds. In particular, we aim at (1) identifying and

comparing themain energy loss sources involved depending on the targeted dispatchability, (2) evaluating how the increased dispatchability

may affect some key economic indicators of the plants, (3) discussing some key component to be improved toward lowering the cost of dis-

patchable solar electricity. Our analysis includes widely deployed solar and storage technologies (such as PV and electrochemical storage,

and to a lesser extent, CSP) but also emerging technologies that have raised interest recently owing to their supposedly improved technical

or economic performances (such as hybrid PV-CSP solar plants, TES or thermophotovoltaic batteries (TPVB)). We use an in-house model to

evaluate the annual electricity generation and the ability of the different plants investigated to satisfy a predefined electrical load. Then, we

introduce indicators aimed at quantifying the amplitude of the main energy loss across a wide range of storage volumes and solar plant peak

powers. Finally, we compute the levelized cost of electricity over a large range of dispatchabilities, and conclude with an evaluation of the

economic benefits associated with a cost decrease of some key component of the plants under investigation. The seven conversion + storage

technologies investigated in this work are depicted schematically in Figure 1.

RESULTS

Maximum electricity production

We first start by evaluating themaximum electrical energy delivered by each plant technology and for each site under investigation, assuming

that the electrical energy produced is directly injected in the grid, without any losses. This first evaluation, shown in Figure 2 thus provides an

upper limit of the maximum electrical energy generated by each individual plant under investigation, without any operational constraint on

the dispatch strategy adopted.

Because the estimations are based upon the assumption of an identical collection area of each plant, the values reported here only allows an

energy comparisonper unit areaof collector, anddoes not reflect the inherent superiority of oneor another solar technologyper unit of land. This

first estimate is however required to derive themean power generation one can expect from each solar technology in each site. In the following,

thismean power generation value P (simply calculated as the annual energy output divided by the number of hours in a year) will serve as a refer-

ence power indicator, allowing fair comparisons between technologies and sites to be realized. Several preliminary conclusions can be drawn:

� hybrid PV/CSP systems systematically show higher annual energy yields over competing solar technologies. In particular, the PVmirror

approach leads to higher energy yields in each site, as a result of its improved ability to better harness diffuse radiation.
� while CSP does not demonstrate any improvement over conventional PV plants in moderate insolation sites, we observe a significant

gain in the energy output of CSP plants at highly insolated sites.

Table 1 summarizes the maximum annual electrical energy ðEmaxÞ delivered by each plant, assuming that the electricity is directly injected

in the grid, without losses. PBL denotes the electrical power which should be continuously injected in the grid (24h/day, 365 days per year) to

deliver the same energy output, and will serve as a basis for the upcoming estimates.

From intermittent to dispatchable power generation

Shifting from intermittent to dispatchable solar electricity production induces additional constraints on the plant operation, which should

satisfy a predefined electrical load rather than intermittently injecting solar electricity in the grid. Two distinct dispatch strategies may be
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considered, namely 1) baseload (BL) electricity generation, where the electrical power injected in the grid is assumed to hold a constant value

throughout the year 2) tracking load (TL) electricity generation, where the electrical power injected in the grid is assumed to follow the elec-

trical demand profile of the region/country where the solar plant is operated.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the seven combinations of solar energy conversion and storage technologies studied
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The load applied to the different solar plants under investigation is logically tailored to the electrical energy these plants are likely to

deliver in the absence of any operational constraints, following the steps described below.

� the instantaneous averaged electrical load is assumed to follow the electrical demand, and is calculated on an hourly basis as:

PLðtÞ =
DðtÞP8760

i = 1DðtÞ$Dtstep
3Emax (Equation 1)

whereDðtÞ refers to the hourly energy demand of the country/region where the solar plant of interest is operated andDtstep is the timestep of

the simulation: 1 h. The summation of PL over each hour of a year is thus equal to Emax.

� we explore the techno-economic performances of the different plants over a wide range of electrical loads by applying a load factor f to

the reference electrical load PL. In doing so, the shape of the electrical load is kept identical, and the power demanded from the plant is

either increased (load factor > 1) or decreased (load factor < 1) relative to the reference load value PL.

In the following, the electrical load imposed to the different plants investigated will simply be given by:

Figure 2. Maximum annual electricity production of the 5 solar technologies under investigation at Antofagasta (Chile), Phoenix (USA), Quito (Equator)

and Targasonne (France)

Table 1. Maximum electrical energy delivered by the five solar plant technologies investigated at Antofagasta (Chile), Phoenix (USA), Quito (Equator)

and Targasonne (France)

Hybrid PVM Hybrid PVT ST PT PV

Antofagasta (Chile)

Emax ½GWhel =year � 981.7 892.8 726.2 763.9 576.2

Fmax ½GWhel =ðkm2:yearÞ� 141 142 116 191 181

PBL ½MWhel =h� 112.1 101.9 82.9 87.2 65.8

Phoenix (USA)

Emax ½GWhel =year � 926.9 859.7 697.9 694.6 539.7

Fmax ½GWhel =ðkm2:yearÞ� 134 137 112 174 169

PBL ½MWhel =h� 105.8 98.1 79.7 79.3 61.6

Quito (Equator)

Emax ½GWhel =year � 799.3 625.3 502.9 560.0 511.1

Fmax ½GWhel =ðkm2:yearÞ� 113 99 80 140 160

PBL ½MWhel =h� 91.2 71.4 57.4 63.9 58.3

Targassonne (France)

Emax ½GWhel =year � 681.6 557.5 446.6 411.8 436.9

Fmax ½GWhel =ðkm2:yearÞ� 98 89 72 103 137

PBL ½MWhel =h� 77.8 63.6 51.0 47.0 49.9
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PL = f 3PL (Equation 2)

where f is the load factor and P refers to the tracking load reference value.

Note that a load factor > 1 cannot be satisfied on a yearly timescale, the electrical demand integrated over a year of operation exceeding

the total maximal energy Emax likely to be delivered (Table 1). However, imposing high electrical loads will constrain the different solar plants

to inject a larger fraction of their electricity production directly on the electrical grid. As a consequence, the lower energy surplus available for

increasing load factors will necessarily reduce the energy available for storage. Conversely, imposing lower load factors will lessen the elec-

trical power demanded from the plant, and favor storage of energy for delayed use.

Integration of storage: technical assessment

The joint quest for dispatchability and restitution is motivated by the need to simultaneously satisfy the electrical demand, imposed by the

power grid, while maximizing the electrical power actually injected into the grid. The value placed on energy restitution or dispatchability

logically depends on numerous technical and economic parameters, such as grid stability, the value of electricity on the energy market,

the cost of the plant, or the costs associated with intermittent plant operation. Identifying the operating conditions that lead to optimum

values of dispatchability and restitution is therefore a complex task, which is largely dependent on the plant’s characteristics, the electrical

demand profile and the economic framework governing its operation. The ability of storage to smooth solar electricity production and adapt

it to a given electrical load profile is assessed here on the basis of complementary indicators.

Restitution efficiency

This indicator quantifies the ability of a given solar plant to efficiently inject on the grid the electrical energy produced over a year. The resti-

tution efficiency corresponding to a given combination of electrical load power ðPLÞ and storage volume ðSÞ is given by:

hrstðPL;SÞ =
EðPL;SÞ
Emax

(Equation 3)

where EðPL;SÞ is the effective annual energy production of a power plant operated to fulfill an electrical load PL with a storage volume S (ex-

pressed inMWh). The maximum annual energy production Emax provides an upper bound to the energy likely to be injected in the electrical

grid, and an efficient storage system should logically show a restitution efficiency as close to 1 as possible.

Dispatch efficiency

The restitution efficiency is not sufficient, by itself, to catch the ability of a given system to adapt the electricity production to the load profile

requested. The dispatch efficiency is introduced here to quantify the ability of a given storage capacity S to satisfy an electrical load PL

imposed to the plant throughout the year. The dispatch efficiency can be written:

hdpðPL; SÞ =
EðPL;SÞP8760

i = 1PLðtÞ$Dtstep
(Equation 4)

where PLðtÞ refers to the electrical load imposed to the solar plant. High values of the dispatch efficiency are requested to guarantee a satis-

faction of the load throughout the year.

Overall performance indicator

Satisfying simultaneously a highenergy restitutionon theelectrical grid andahighdispatch efficiencymaybean intricateproblem. Sincedispatch

and restitution efficiencies are linked through the relation hrst = f $hdp, maximizing one of these indicators will necessarily be detrimental to the

other. To better identify the operating conditions (in terms of storage duration and electrical load) likely to lead to storage indicators consistent

with the technical expectations of the plant operators, we introduce an overall performance indicator of the storage. This indicator encompasses

both the restitution and the dispatch capabilities of a given combination of electrical load and storage volume, and is simply calculated as:

hrstðPL;SÞ3hdpðPL; SÞ (Equation 5)

Figure 3 shows the electrical energy effectively injected on the electrical grid (A), the restitution efficiency hrst (B), the dispatch efficiency hdp
(C), as well as the overall performance indicator of the storage hdp3hrst (D) for the PV + BESS technology as a function of the load factor f

applied to the plant, and for storage duration up to 24 h, in Targasonne, France (the curves corresponding to the other 3 sites and the 6 other

technologies under investigation can be found in Figures S2–S28 in the supplemental information).

We notice large variations in the electrical energy effectively delivered to the grid depending on both the typical load factor applied to the

plant and the storage duration. Achieving high energy output requires the plant to be operated at high load factor, with significant storage

duration (the amount of storage required being logically function of the load factor applied to the plant). The analysis of the restitution ef-

ficiency, which logically scales with the energy effectively delivered to the grid, confirms that high restitution efficiency values can only be

achieved for sufficiently high load factors. Conversely, the dispatch efficiency is maximized at low load factors, and large amounts of storage

are also required toward attaining dispatch efficiencies approaching 1. The discrepancy between these two trends stresses a fundamental
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limitation of solar technologies including storage: simultaneously attaining high dispatchability and high energy restitution on the electrical

grid is a practically complex task. The overall performance indicator, shown in Figure 3D) reveals the existence of a trade-off between dis-

patchability and restitution which, in the specific case of PV + BESS, is attained at load factors slightly exceeding 1 and for storage durations

exceeding 15 to 20 h (recall that dispatchability and restitution are equally weighted in our analysis). Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the variation of

the different storage indicators (hdp, hrst , and hdp 3 hrst ) for the 7 solar + storage combinations considered here (namely: 1) Parabolic Trough 2)

Solar Tower 3) PV-Mirror Hybrid PV-CSP 4) PV-Topping Hybrid PV-CSP 5) PV + TES 6) PV + BESS 7) PV + TPVB), in Targasonne (Figure 4) and

Antofagasta (Figure 5). The 3 upper sub-figures show the different performance indicators as a function of the load factor considering a stor-

age duration equivalent to 2 h at peak operation, while the 3 intermediate and the 3 lower sub-figures respectively illustrate the evolution of

these performance indicators for storage duration of 8h and 24h.

The analysis of Figures 4 and 5 reveals the existence of 3 distinct regimes.

1. At sufficiently low load factors and sufficiently high storage duration, the solar plant is fully dispatchable and further increasing the stor-

age duration, or lowering the load factor, does not provide any additional dispatchability gain. This translates into the existence of a

threshold load factor value below which the plant dispatchability reaches a plateau, while the restitution efficiency decreases linearly,

independently of the storage characteristics. Such a situation can clearly be identified at Antofagasta, for a storage duration of 24 h and

for load factors < 0.5.

2. There is an extended range of load factor values over which the nature and the characteristics of the storage affect the dispatchability-

restitution capabilities of the plants. The performance of a given storage technology is primarily dictated by its roundtrip efficiency, but

also by the storage volume integrated in the plant. Overall, PV plants integrating either BESS, TES or TPVB surpass CSP plants in terms

of storage performance for short storage duration at moderately insolated sites (such as Targasonne (Figure 4) andQuito (Figure S29)).

For increasing storage volumes, CSP systems involving thermal energy storage progressively outperform PV plants integrating thermal

energy storage (TES or TPVB) because of the fundamentally inefficient electricity / heat / electricity process of these latter. The

magnitude of the gap separating CSP and hybrid PV/CSP on the one hand, and PV + TES or PV + TPVB on the other hand, is even

more pronounced in the most insolated sites: these technologies offer dispatchability-restitution performance that are comparable

to conventional PV plants integrating batteries.

3. For high load factors, the solar plants are requested to inject an increasing fraction of the energy generated directly on the grid, without

being stored beforehand. As a consequence, the dispatchability-restitution indicators tend to get closer to each other.

Several additional observations can be made.

� For a storage duration of 2 h, we observe a weak dependence of the typical load factor applied to the plant on the dispatch efficiency,

which translates into modest improvement of hdp as the load factor is decreased (a trend even more pronounced for highly insolated

locations such as as Antofagasta (depicted in Figure 5) and Phoenix (Figure S30)). Overall, the global performance of the different

A

DC

B

Figure 3. Overall performance indicators for the PV + BESS technology in Targasonne, France
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storage systems appear to be limited, with hdp3hrst values hardly exceeding 0.3 for large load factor values. In these conditions, the

storage performance is maximized by ensuring a large energy restitution, i.e., by applying high load factors to the plant.
� For increasing values of the storage, the maximum hdp3hrst progressively shifts toward lower load factor values, as the result of the

significant improvement in the dispatch efficiency achievable. Both the peak load factor value and the maximum associated hdp3

hrst depend on the storage efficiency and the solar resource available (a point which can be clearly grasped from the comparison of

Figures 4 and 5). For storage duration of 24 h, storage systems showing a high roundtrip efficiency (such as BESS) demonstrate

peak hdp3hrst values of� 0.6 and 0.8 at Targasonne and Antofagasta respectively, for load factors close to 1. Conversely, storage sys-

tems characterized by low roundtrip efficiencies (such as PV + TES or PV + TPVB) show overall storage performance barely exceeding

0.5 even for storage duration as long as 24 h. The peak load factor is offset toward lower load factors, indicating that an optimal use of

the storage requires the plant to be operated at low mean power.
� Attaining dispatch efficiencies approaching 1 and satisfying the electrical demand throughout the year is possible, provided that the

load factor applied to the plant is sufficiently low and the typical storage duration is high enough. However, high dispatchability is

achieved at the expense of energy restitution, and highly dispatchable solar plants may thus incur large energy penalties (which trans-

lates into restitution efficiencies as low as 0.2–0.4 for load factors consistent with high dispatchabilities). This may, in turn, affect other

crucial storage indicators likely to be penalized by insufficient energy restitution, such as the carbon footprint of storage or the cost of

Figure 4. dispatch efficiency (left), restitution efficiency (center) and overall performance indicator (right) for the 7 solar + storage technologies in

Targasonne (France)

The 3 upper figures correspond to a storage duration of 2 h, the central and lower figures respectively corresponding to 8 and 24 h of storage.
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the electricity delivered to the grid. This prompts the need for an economic evaluation of the different solar + storage technologies

under investigation, to clarify what is the cost of dispatchability.

Evaluating the cost of dispatchability

We finally evaluate how the quest of increased dispatchability involves a penalty on the electricity cost. To do so, we estimate the LCOE for

each plant under investigation. The LCOE is basically calculated as the ratio between the total costs associated with the plant operation dur-

ing its lifetime, and the electrical energy delivered in the electrical network (a detailed explanation regarding the economic model used for

cost calculation, as well as the economic data supporting these calculations, can be found in the supplemental information).

Cost assumptions

The estimation of the electricity cost associated with each plant under investigation requires several assumptions to be formulated.

1. The cost of the main components is essentially retrieved from NREL databases compiling theses data across US plants,36,37 as well as

from additional recent cost estimates.38,39 These cost estimations thus do not take into account the prices disparities likely to be met

Figure 5. dispatch efficiency (left), restitution efficiency (center) and overall performance indicator (right) for the 7 solar + storage technologies in

Antofagasta (Chile)

The 3 upper figures correspond to a storage duration of 2 h, the central and lower figures respectively corresponding to 8 and 24 h of storage.
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between different regions of the world, andmore recent estimates would probably lead tominor deviations in this cost evaluation pro-

cedure. However, the temporal and spatial intervals over which the data are aggregated offers a solid basis for fair comparisons be-

tween the technologies.

2. The technological maturity of the different approaches under investigation differs significantly: while conventional PV modules are

already deployed at a TW scale worldwide, both hybrid PV-CSP approaches and TPV batteries remain low TRL concepts without

any short-term commercial deployment perspective. This technological gap induces at least two additional hurdles, namely 1) the costs

of the key components of each hybrid approach (for instance, the PVmirrors used as heliostats in the PVM approach, the integrated PV/

CSP receiver in the PVT approach, or the TPV modules used in TPV batteries) remain essentially unknown. To circumvent this obstacle,

we first assume that the cost of these components is equal to the cost of comparable components in similar technologies (i.e., conven-

tional PV modules in the case of PV mirrors and conventional CSP receivers in the case of hybrid PV/CSP integrated receivers). This

assumptions will potentially induce a price bias in favor of the least mature technologies, which will be discussed in the final section

of this paper 2) Some key parameters associated with the long-term operation of these plants (such as the lifetime of the main com-

ponents, their degradation rates, and theO&M costs) cannot be retrieved nor evaluated, due to the lack of feedback regarding the real

operation of these plants.

Cost evaluation

Figure 6 illustrates the levelized cost of electricity for the 7 solar + storage technologies under investigation, as a function of the load factor f

applied to the plant, and for storage durations up to 24 h, in Targasonne, France (the corresponding LCOE curves for Antofagasta, Quito and

Phoenix, are reported in Figures S31–S33, respectively).

As can be seen in Figure 6, the LCOE is basically minimized for plants operated at high load factors. However, the electricity cost

dependence on storage is more subtle and is correlated with the cost structure of the different storage systems investigated. For instance,

the high Cost per Energy (CPE) of batteries40,41 incurs a cost penalty on the electricity for high storage duration: the improvement in the

energy restitution is rapidly counterbalanced by the additional storage cost, which leads to a significant increase in the cost of electricity

with increasing storage duration. Conversely, the integration of thermal storage offers an affordable path for better restoring the electrical

energy, owing to its low CPE, and leads to a drop in LCOE for increasing storage duration. However, there is a threshold storage value

(which is function of both the storage and the solar conversion technology cost) beyond which the further integration of storage does not

correlate with decrease in the LCOE: the gain in the energy restitution associated with the additional integration of a storage unit does not

compensate for the additional cost of this supplementary storage volume. The analysis of the curves associated with the other sites reveals

that highly insolated locations (such as Antofagasta, depicted in Figure S31 and Phoenix, in Figure S33) are more favorable to CSP tech-

nologies, owing to their larger solar resource. The added value of Hybrid PV-CSP systems relative to conventional CSP technologies also

appears to vanish.

Figure 6. LCOE of the 7 approaches investigated at Targasonne, France
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The cost penalty associated with a given demand satisfaction can be better grasped in Figure 7, showing how the LCOE varies as a

function of the dispatch efficiency (these curves are deduced from the LCOE = f ðhdpÞ datapoints, and correspond to the lower boundary

of the envelop encompassing them). These curves thus provide a lower bound for the LCOE achievable at any value of the dispatch

efficiency.

The analysis of Figure 7 reveals several key conclusions

� As shown by the circles representing the LCOE without any storage, CSP and hybrid PV-CSP technologies are characterized by costs

without storage typically between 150 and more than 300V/MWh, while PV technology shows costs typically 3 times lower than CSP.

The integration of storage leads to a noticeable decrease in the cost of stored electricity in the case of CSP and hybrid systems, but to a

significant increase in the cost of electricity in the case of PV. This observation highlights that the deployment of CSP plants without

storage is an economic aberration given (1) the existence of an alternative technology that can deliver ‘‘non-stored’’ solar electricity

at a significantly lower cost and (2) the noticeable decrease in the cost of CSP electricity associated with the integration of thermal stor-

age.
� While the increase in dispatchability is associated with a steady increase in LCOE for PV + BESS, the low CPE of storage technologies

involving thermal energy leads overall to much less marked variations in LCOE as a function of dispatchability. This observation is

particularly valid for the most insolated sites (such as Antofagasta and Phoenix).

Figure 7. LCOE as a function of the dispatch efficiency hdp, at Antofagasta, Phoenix, Quito, and Targasonne

The colored circles indicate the LCOE and the dispatch efficiency associated with each solar conversion technology, without any storage.
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� A sharp increase in the LCOE can be noticed for hdp exceeding� 0.9, due to the difficulty in fully meeting the load imposed to the plant

throughout the year. As already stressed in Figure 5, achieving high dispatchability comes at the expense of energy restitution, which

necessarily lead to a significant cost overrun. One should note that the hdp value above which the LCOE increases sharply exceeds 0.9

for Antofagasta and Phoenix, thanks to their high solar resource, but also for Quito, despite its moderate insolation. Such a behavior

can be explained by the satisfactory matching between demand and production over the year on this site.
� Despite their supposedly high costs, batteries offer an affordable alternative toward reaching moderately high dispatch efficiencies.

Beyond hdp of � 0.5–0.6, the high CPE of this storage technology prevent it to outperform thermal energy-based storage systems.

The combination of PV and thermal energy storage (either TES or TPVB) appears as the most affordable option across the range of

dispatch efficiencies investigated. Overall, PV + TPVB offers the most attractive economic indicators across a wide range of dispatch

efficiencies, and for all the locations investigated. One should however stress that CSP technology based on solar towers constitute a

relevant option for delivering affordable solar electricity with dispatch efficiencies exceeding 0.7, in the most insolated sites.
� The cost projections for 2030 show an overall decrease in costs in similar proportions for each of the technologies studied. Conse-

quently, the superiority of one or the other of the technologies to satisfy the electric demand remains globally unchanged, whatever

the considered site or the targeted dispatch efficiency. It should be noted, however, that the decreasing cost of electrochemical stor-

age by 2030 will likely lead to a narrowing of the dispatchability rangewithin whichCSP technologies are likely to outperformPV+BESS

technology.

Figure 8 summarizes how the LCOE cost structure evoluates for increasing values of the dispatchability, for the ST, PV + BESS and PV+ TES

technologies (the 4 other technologies have not been included in this analysis, either because of their low technological maturity, which pre-

vents any analysis of this kind, or because of their high cost (especially for PT technology)). 3 representative values of the dispatch efficiency

have been selected here, corresponding to different levels of solar electricity deployment in the electrical grid: hdp = 0:5 is representative of

an energy mix where solar electricity is largely complemented by other electricity sources. On the opposite, hdp = 0:9 corresponds to an en-

ergy mix which is essentially driven by solar electricity. An intermediate dispatchability value ðhdp = 0:75Þ is also reported. The LCOE cost

structure is shown for Targasonne (upper subfigure) and Antofagasta (lower subfigure), the figures associated with Quito and Phoenix being

reported in the supplemental information (Figures S34 and S35 respectively).

Figure 8 reveals that the fraction of the LCOE associated with storage increases noticeably with dispatchability for PV + BESS, but remains

modest for the 2 other technologies involving thermal storage, even for very high dispatchability values. Conversely, the cost associated with

PV modules in the PV + BESS technology remains almost constant throughout the dispatchability values investigated, while it increases

noticeably for PV + TES, as a consequence of the low roundtrip efficiency of the latter. As a result, decreasing the cost of electrochemical

storage is a necessary condition toward lowering the price of PV + BESS electricity. On the other hand, the decrease in the PV + TES electricity

cost will be mainly driven by the improvement in the storage roundtrip efficiency, and the decrease in the PV modules cost. The LCOE cost

structure of the ST technology is weakly dependent on the dispatchability at Antofagasta. On the contrary, we observe a noticeable increase

in the LCOE of the ST Technology at Targasonne for increasing dispatchabilities, which is mainly governed by the cost increase associated

with the heliostat field and the solar receiver. Lowering the cost of these two components will thus be key toward decreasing the cost of ST

electricity in the less insolated sites.

DISCUSSION

The results discussed above offer new perspectives regarding the ability of the main solar and storage technologies to meet the electrical

demand over extended periods of operation. The combination of conventional PVmodules together with thermal energy-based storage sys-

tems appears as the most affordable strategy to achieve high dispatchability of solar electricity at low cost. In this spirit, TPVB has recently

instigated a strong interest, thanks to the very promising TPV efficiency demonstrated experimentally.42 In addition to its potentially low stor-

age cost, TPVBwould offer a scalable storage solution, likely to be implementedover a wide range of solar plant peak powers. However, these

systems still require major research and development efforts (aimed for instance at improving thermal-to-electricity conversion efficiency,

minimizing the system losses, achieving components withstanding very high temperatures .) and cannot thus be considered today as a

short-term solution for energy storage. On the contrary, the integration of regular TES in conventional PV plants constitutes a more realistic

option for short-term implementation, these systems being already largely integrated in commercial CSP plants. These storage systems are

less scalable than TPVB, the profitability of the turbines used for the conversion of heat into electricity being constrained by their size. How-

ever, thanks to the use of electrical energy as the source of heat, one can envision very large storage units gathering and storing the electrical

energy produced by many PV plants located at distances reaching tens to hundreds of km, with only minimal transmission losses. In order to

lower the CPP of these storage systems, which is currently the Achilles heel of this technology, it will be necessary to develop ‘‘high-temper-

ature’’ turbines capable of efficiently converting heat at temperatures higher than those commonly encountered in CSP plants. Although CSP

technology is unlikely to be themost cost-effective way to ensure increased dispatchability, it is nevertheless a promising option for ensuring a

good match between demand and production in the sunniest regions of the world. Indeed, the low cost of electricity confirms that in the

absence of other complementary energy sources (a situation likely to be encountered in desert regions adapted to this technology), CSP

alone will probably be able to meet the electrical demand at a reasonable cost. These results also call into question the relevance of hybrid

PV-CSP systems: even though hybrid PVM systems slightly outperform conventional ST plants inmoderately insolated sites, the gain achieved

does not allow this technology to position itself as an affordable alternative. Hybrid PVT and conventional CSP technologies show very similar
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behaviors, suggesting that the increased complexity of the former systems does not find any justification on some economical grounds.

Finally, it should be stressed that the temporal characteristics of the plants (for instance, the distribution of unmet hours of electrical demand

throughout a typical year of operation) has not been addressed here, since it is largely dependent upon operation costs (i.e., the cost asso-

ciated with turbine start-up and shutdown), the financial framework governing plant operation, or the structure of the energy market. These

factors will have to be taken into account when sizing solar power plants designed to meet electricity demand.

Conclusions

The management of solar electricity within the grid will have to evolve radically in the years and decades to come: at present, it is essentially

injected as it goes along, without any particular concern about the adequacy between the available solar power and the demand. In this work,

we have tried to evaluate the capacity of the main solar technologies to satisfy the electrical demand by considering their association with 3

different means of energy storage. In this objective, we have modeled several types of solar power plants integrating a variable storage dura-

tion, to better understand the capacity of the latter to satisfy an imposed electrical demand profile. Technical-economic indicators have been

proposed and discussed, and several important conclusions can be drawn from their analysis: imposing the satisfaction of the electrical de-

mand generates potentially significant energy losses, largely depending on the characteristics of the storage and the operating conditions

imposed on the plant. There is necessarily a trade-off between energy restitution and demand satisfaction (evaluated here through dispatch-

ability): the quest for high dispatchability necessarily generates additional energy losses, linked to the roundtrip efficiency of the storage

system used, as well as to the mismatch between the imposed demand profile, solar electricity production, and the storage sizing. From a

technical point of view, electrochemical batteries offer the best compromise between dispatchability and restitution, owing to their high

Figure 8. LCOE cost structure of the ST, PV + BESS and PV + TES technologies, for dispatch efficiency of 0.5, 0.75 and 0.90 at Targasonne (upper

subfigure) and Antofagasta (lower subfigure)
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round-trip efficiency. Despite its high cost, this storage technology has the best technical and economic indicators for dispatchability effi-

ciencies of up to 50–60 %. However, the high CPE of batteries is a major obstacle to achieving very high dispatchability at low cost. Thermal

energy storage is a promising technology in the search for high dispatchability (whether conventional thermal storage or storage via TPV bat-

teries). Its combination with PV technology generally leads to the lowest electricity costs whatever the targeted dispatch efficiencies. Despite

the advantage of thermal storage, CSP technology is generally not the most economically attractive option due to the high cost of the con-

version technology. However, it should be noted that this technology presents particularly interesting technical and economic indicators on

the sunniest sites, where it seems to be able to meet the electrical demand on its own in the absence of a complementary energy source, and

at reasonable costs. Compared to competing technologies, PV-CSP hybrid technologies do not seem to offer the technical and economic

added value that would justify their deployment. Finally, it should be noted that this study is a worst-case scenario in that solar energy is

judged on the basis of its ability to meet the electricity demand of a given region or country alone. In reality, it is reasonable to assume

that the existence of complementary energy sources (such as wind power, hydroelectricity, etc.) will significantly reduce the need for storage

to meet a given electricity demand, without altering the conclusions achieved here considering solely solar energy.

Limitations of the study

Due to the very different maturity of the technologies studied, the uncertainties associated with the costs of themain component differ signif-

icantly between technologies. For example, the cost of parabolic trough collectors or PV plants is largely documented, while the cost of ther-

mophotovoltaic batteries remains highly speculative (in addition, the typical costs associated with the different components of each technol-

ogy are time and location dependent, potentially leading to noticeable variations in the electricity cost from one location to another). The

estimates provided here were based considering a peak power of 100 MW, corresponding to very large-scale power plants. Onemay expect

the main conclusions of this work to be partly altered in the case of small or medium-size solar plants. A rigorous understanding of how the

main technical and economic indicators discussed in this work change depending on the typical peak power would require a dedicated para-

metric study (which is not in the scope of this work). However, the size-dependence of the cost of the main components remains poorly docu-

mented for several technologies investigated here, making such an evaluation particularly cumbersome.
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Materials availability
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Data and code availability
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NOMENCLATURE

BESS Battery Energy Storage System

BL Base Load

CAES Compressed-Air Energy Systems

CPE Cost Per Energy

CSP Concentrated Solar Power

DNI Direct Normal Incidence

Eg electronic bandgap eV

ED Electrical Demand

GHI Global Horizontal Irradiance

LCOE Levelized Cost Of Electricity

LF Linear Fresnel

LFP Lithium Ferrophosphate

PHS Pumped Hydro Energy Storage

PT Parabolic Trough

PV Photovoltaic

PVM Photovoltaic Mirror

PVT Photovoltaic Topping

SAM System Advisor Model

SD Solar Dish

ST Solar Tower

t time ðhourÞ
TES Thermal Energy System

TL Tracking Load

TMY Typical Meteorological Year

TPV Thermophotovoltaic

TPVB Thermophotovoltaic Batteries

TRL Technology Readiness Level

VRE Variable Renewable Energy

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Software and algorithms OSF Home https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/ADQ6M
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Subscripts

max maximum

METHOD DETAILS

Solar plants

The main solar-to-power technologies investigated can be subdivided here into 3 main categories, based on their underlying physical

principles:

� Photovoltaic (PV) plants involve a direct conversion of sunlight into electricity using PV modules. This solar technology currently holds

the lion’s share among the solar-to-electricity conversion technologies, owing to its simplicity and low cost.

� Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) plants are based on the indirect conversion of solar energy, first into heat, then into mechanical work,

and finally into electricity. Despite their higher complexity relative to PV systems, these systems offer the inherent advantage of storing

energy as heat using low-cost TES, and are oftenmentioned as promising candidates for extending the dispatchability of solar power at

a reasonable cost. Among the four CSP technologies currently used (i.e. Solar Tower (ST), Parabolic Trough (PT), Linear Fresnel (LF) and

Solar Dishes (SD)), two are considered in this work, namely 1) Parabolic Trough technology, where sunlight is concentrated onto an

absorber tube via parabolic troughs reflectors mounted on 1-axis tracking systems. These systems currently represent the most largely

deployed CSP technology worldwide (� 2=3 of the total CSP power) 2) Solar Tower technology, where sunlight is concentrated onto a

receiver located at the top of a tower, after reflection on a heliostat field. ST technology is known for showing the largest cost-reduction

potential among the different CSP technologies.
� Hybrid PV/CSP technologies, involve the combination of the two previous technologies. Non-compact hybrid power plants imply

two PV and CSP plants built close to one another, and operated in concert to mitigate the variability of the solar resource.

Conversely, compact hybrid power plants are based on the amalgamation of the two technologies into one single plant, and involve

some specific PV components to be integrated into conventional CSP plants. Here, two different hybrid approaches were evalu-

ated: 1) PV Mirror plants (identified as hybrid PVM throughout the text) require the mirrors of conventional heliostats to be replaced

by semi-reflecting PV modules acting both as PV converters for highly energetic photons ðE >EgÞ and reflectors for below-bandgap

photons ðE <EgÞ. PVM plants theoretically allow a better use of the solar resource, first owing to the combination of two comple-

mentary solar converters, second because of the use of the diffuse radiation (which is commonly lost in conventional CSP plants). 2)

PV Topping (denoted here as hybrid PVT) plants involve an integrated PV-CSP receiver where PV cells act both as PV converters and

solar absorber. The high operating temperature required to efficiently run the power block implies PV cells operated at temperature

levels of hundreds of degrees, exceeding by far the characteristic temperature for which conventional PV cells are commonly de-

signed (i.e. 25 �C). Despite being highly speculative today, this approach would lower thermalisation losses by better harnessing

the residual heat. Recent experimental reports demonstrated that PV cells based on III � V materials could withstand temperature

levels consistent with this approach.43,44

Storage

Threes storage technologies are evaluated and compared in this work:

� Electrochemical storage (referred here asBESS) is commonly seen as one of themost obvious option for solar electricity storage, owing

to its simplicity, stability, and high roundtrip efficiency. Li-ion and LFP (lithium ferrophosphate) BESS experienced a noticeable price

decrease in the last decades, with a 97 % drop in price since its commercial introduction in 1991.45 Despite these dramatic cost reduc-

tions, the price of electrochemical storage still represent a major hurdle to the massive deployment of this technology, with storage

cost typically exceeding 200 USD=kWh in 2020.

� Thermal Energy Storage is based upon changing the temperature of a medium either by heating or cooling it. Thermal energy is

then stored under the form of sensible heat (if the thermal energy is stored as a temperature difference inside a medium) or latent

heat (if the storage of thermal energy involves a phase change of the storage medium).46 Heat storage is a cost-effective storage

option for solar technologies involving heat as an energy vector (such as CSP and hybrid PV/CSP systems), and has also been sug-

gested recently as a promising storage technology for conventional PV modules or wind energy systems, via power to heat to power

conversion.11

� Thermophotovoltaic Batteries have recently been suggested as an original and promising way to store energy.40,41 These systems

basically involve the radiation emitted by a high-temperature emitter to be absorbed by TPV cells surrounding it. The use of multi-

junction TPV cells incorporating efficient back reflectors has been shown to be a key condition toward effectively converting

the incident radiation, and sending back the low-energy photons to the emitter.42 Despite their low technological maturity in com-

parison with the other storage technologies considered in this work, we include TPV batteries as a candidate technology owing

to its potentially low cost (large-scale deployment of TPVB technology was shown to lead to storage costs that could be as low

as 10 $=kWh41).
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The main storage assumptions are summarized in the following table.

Model

The comparison of solar technologies based on different operating principles, characterized by different land footprints, and using different

types of solar resources (i.e. DNI, GHI) is fundamentally intricate and requires some operational assumptions to be formulated. We base our

analysis on large-scale solar power plants characterized by peak power output of typically 100 MW: this choice is guided by the size-depen-

dence of some key components costs (such as the turbines used in CSP technology) which could impede any fair comparisons between tech-

nologies demonstrating different scale cost reduction trends. By selecting large scale solar plants, we a-prioriminimize the scale-cost biases

between the different technologies under investigation. Each technology is evaluated on the basis of specific optical-thermal-electrical

models providing the different energy flows with a time-step of 1 hour. These models were validated by comparing their outcome with those

of dedicated softwares, such as the System Advisor Model (SAM) for CSP plants and PVsyst for PV plants. The relative difference between

these two families of model was shown to be lower than 5 %. The core assumption of our benchmark study lies on the collection area of

each technology investigated, which is assumed to be identical to the collection area required to satisfy a peak power output of typical

100 MWe ST plant. The typical collection area necessary to fulfill this condition is calculated for each site, and serves as a reference value

for the calculation of the electrical power generated by the different solar technologies studied. The next table summarizes the main oper-

ational parameters for each plant under investigation, and a detailed description of the physical model used for each technology is provided

below supplemental information.

Site selection

The ability of solar energy to fulfill a particular electrical demand profile is likely to vary noticeably depending on several key parameters,

namely:

1. the solar resource: Both the short-term and the seasonal availability of solar energy may affect the potential of solar plants to satisfy a

given electrical demand as well as the need for energy storage.

BESS

Storage temperature ambient

Charge/discharge efficiency (electrical) 0.96

Lifetime 3000 cycles47

TRL 9

TES

Storage temperature 560 � C (400 � C for the hybrid PVT approach)

Charge/discharge efficiency (thermal) 1

Lifetime 30 years48

TRL 7

TPVB

Storage temperature 2000 � C

Charge/discharge efficiency (thermal) 1

Lifetime > 30 years49

TRL 3

ST PT Hyb. PVM Hyb. PVT PV

Collection area ½m2� z1 300 000

Solar ressource DNI DNI GHIa DNI GHI

Storage type TES TES TES TES TES/BESS/TPVB

PV technology x x c-Si GaAs c-Si

PV efficiency x x 0,197 hPV ;PVT ðX ;TÞ b 0,197

(Continued on next page)
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2. the electrical demandprofile: the satisfaction of the electrical loadmay change depending on the electrical profile imposed to the solar

plant (i.e. constant or variable electrical load). In particular, the degree to which the electrical demand is matched to the solar resource

availability may affect noticeably the storage volume requested upon reaching a given dispatchability level.

3. the storage capabilities: the ability of a particular configuration of solar plant to fulfill the electrical demandwill logically be a function of

the amount of energy stored.

Tobetter grasp the ability of solar power to fulfill the electrical demand, we thus select four locations characterizedbymoderate-to-high solar

resource and showing different electrical demand profiles along the year, namely Targasonne (France), Quito (Equator), Phoenix (USA) and

Antofagasta (Chile). The hourly solar irradiation profiles at Antofagasta, Phoenix andQuito are retrieved from the National Solar Radiation Data-

base,50 while the corresponding data for Targasonne were retrieved from PVSyst.51 We select TMY values, aggregating hourly data represen-

tative of the median weather conditions over a multi-year period. Each location is characterized by a different combination of solar resource/

electrical demand profile: Antofagasta and Phoenix both show very high solar resources with daily DNI values exceeding 7 kWh=m2=day. On

the contrary, Quito and Targasonne are characterized bymoderate daily DNI values, with an important diffuse solar resource in the case ofQuito

(which translates into a ratio DNI/GHI < 1). The seasonal variations of the solar resource appear to be significantly more pronounced in Targa-

sonne and Phoenix, due to their higher latitude, as well as their characteristic climatic conditions. The hourly electrical demand profiles at the

national level are taken from52–54 (respectively forUSA,Chile andFrance). Thedata for Equator weredirectly retrieved from the national electricity

supplier.55 The electrical demand profile shows smooth variations throughout the year in Ecuador (Quito) and Chile (Antofagasta), while signif-

icant fluctuations of the electrical demand can be observed in the other two sites, with a peak-demand in Winter in the case of France, and in

Summer in the case of the USA. The following table summarizes the main characteristics of the 4 sites investigated in this study.

Technical models

In the following sections, the operational principles pertaining to each solar and energy storage (ES) technology, are described. The 7

different couples of technologies are:

� ’’Solar Tower’’ (ST);
� hybrid ’’Photovoltaic Mirrors’’ (PVM);
� hybrid ’’Photovoltaic Topping’’ (PVT);

� ’’Parabolic Troughs’’ (PT);
� ’’Photovoltaic with Batteries Energy Storage System’’ (PV-BESS);
� ’’Photovoltaic with Thermal Energy Storage’’ (PV-TES);

� ’’Photovoltaic with Thermophotovoltaic batteries’’ (PV-TPVB).

General information

Each model was designed assuming similar collection area, the Solar Tower (ST) heliostat field surface serving as the reference collector area.

The reference heliostat field design have been generated using SolarPilot for each site under investigation. The models comprise three

Antofagasta Phoenix Quito Targasonne

Country Chile USA Ecuador France

Latitude ð�Þ -23.4 33.4 -0.2 42.5

Longitude ð�Þ -70.4 -112.1 -78 2

Elevation (m) 40 330 2800 1600

GHI ðkWh =m2 =dayÞ 6.55 5.80 5.70 4.30

DNI ðkWh =m2 =dayÞ 7.42 7.25 5.26 4.83

DNI/GHI 1.13 1.25 0.92 1.12

Continued

ST PT Hyb. PVM Hyb. PVT PV

Power block efficiency 42.8 36.8 42.8 37.3 x

Land occupation [m2 land=m2 col.] 6.5 5.2 6.5 6.5 4.9

Operating temperature ½�C� 560 390 560 400 25

aThe fraction of GHI absorbed by the PVM modules is calculated as a function of the heliostat orientation (see appendix).

bThe conversion efficiency is calculated as a function of both the temperature (400 � C) and the solar flux impinging the receiver (see appendix).
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distinct algorithms. First, the electrical power generated by each plant is calculated for each timestep over a typical year of operation. A sec-

ond algorithm is then used to evaluate the electrical energy effectively injected in the grid, together with the energy stored in the storage units

to which the different solar technologies are associated. The global techno-economic indicators are finally computed and compared using a

third algorithm.

Solar collection models

Weather and position of the sun in the sky

Eachmodel uses as an input a weather file corresponding to one of the 4 locations studied (i.e. Quito in Equator, Phoenix in the United States

of America, Antofagasta in Chile and Targasonne in France), retrieved from the the National Solar Radiation Database50 (Quito, Phoenix, An-

tofagasta) and from PVSyst database (Targasonne).51

For each timestep of the simulation, the Sun’s Elevation and Azimuth angles, El and Az, are calculated using the SunposCalc algorithm

(NREL).56 Note that this algorithm uses the astronomy convention for the Azimuth, i.e. clockwise from North, however, the

anticlockwise convention (i.e. anticlockwise from South, commonly used in the solar energy community) was selected here, and the sun’s po-

sition was thus translated following this convention. The solar position will be used to compute the heliostats position in the next part of the

model.

Solar field model (used by ST, PVT and PVM models)

In the solar field model, the incident solar flux is reflected by the heliostat field toward the 1200 m2 thermal receiver, located at the top of

the 195 m tower. The sizing of the heliostat field was performed using the SolarPilot software developed by NREL,57 using the

appropriate meteorological files as inputs, and without further modification of the basic parameters. Thus, the generated heliostat fields

(unit area: Shel = 148:84m2;), cf. Figure S1, correspond to a design thermal power of 670 MW, for a DNI value at the design point of 950

W :m� 2. The collection area of the heliostat fields vary slightly between locations, from 1,251,874 m2 (Phoenix) to 1,275,840 m2 (Quito),

inducing a maximum relative difference of 2 %. Note that these areas are comparable to those of typical ST plants (such as Crescent Dunes).

The x and y positions of the heliostats are retrieved from the SolarPilot simulations (the bottom of the tower being the origin, x and y

respectively holding positive values towards East andNorth), as well as their tilt angle bhel, their shading efficiency hshadowing and their blocking

efficiency hblocking for each hour of the year. These data allow the calculation of the heliostat surface fraction effectively used to reflect the sun

towards the receiver at each time step.

The incidence angle of the solar rays on the heliostat qi;hel (i.e. the angle formed between the solar rays and the normal to the heliostat), is

deduced from Equation 6,58,59

cosðqi;helÞ =

ffiffiffi
2

p

2
$

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ððsinðElÞ$cosðlÞ � cosðqh � AzÞ$cosðElÞ$sinðlÞ+ 1Þ

p
(Equation 6)

where l is the angle between 1) the line passing through the top of the tower and the center of the heliostat and 2) the vertical line passing

through the tower, see Equation 7,

l = arctan

�
dh� t

ztower

�
= arctan

0
@

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2pos + y2

pos

q
ztower

1
A (Equation 7)

and qh is the azimuth angle of the heliostat relative to the tower base (anticlockwise from the South), cf. Equation 8:

qh =

8>>><
>>>:

qh = � 90 � arctan

�
ypos��xpos��

�
if xpos % 0

qh = 90 � arctan

�
ypos��xpos��

�
if xpos > 0

(Equation 8)

The total direct irradiance impinging the receiver Prec;tot is calculated as the sum of the power effectively reflected by each heliostat, and is

given by Equation 9:

Prec;tot =
XNhel

n = 1

Phel $ hblocking $ shel =
XNhel

n = 1

Shel $DNI $ cosðqi;helÞ $hshadowing $ hblocking$shel (Equation 9)

For the ST and the PVTmodel, the reflectivity of the heliostat shel is assumed to be 0.9. For the PVMmodel, it is assumed to be 0.348 (total

reflectance value calculated from the results of60).

Thermal balance of tower receivers (used by ST, PVT and PVM models)

If the total power absorbed by the receiver is greater than the expected thermal losses at nominal temperature (see Equation 11), then the

output thermal power available is given by Equation 10,
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Pth = Prec;tot $ hloss = Prec;tot$

�
a � Ploss;Tnom

Prec;tot

�
(Equation 10)

where Ploss;Tnom
refers to the radiative (the receiver is assumed to be a grey body with a total emissivity of 0.9) and convective heat losses

(with a constant and homogeneous convection heat transfer coefficient of 10 W :m� 2:K� 1) at the nominal operating temperature, and is

given by:

Ploss;Tnom = Pconv;Tnom + Prad;Tnom = Srec$
�
hconv $ ðTnom � TambÞ + ε $ s $

�
T4
nom � T4

amb

�	
(Equation 11)

The nominal operating temperatures considered for the estimation of the receiver’s heat losses are summarized in the second table of this

section.

Parabolic trough model (used by the PT model)

Parabolic trough (PT) technology is currently themost deployedCSP technology worldwide. Owing to the large amount of experimental data

available in the literature, we select a semi-empirical PT model, which allows a simple, realistic and accurate description of the PT plants eval-

uated in this work. PT collectors usually follow a North-South orientation, and use synthetic oils typically operated between 290�C and 390�C
as HTF. The total power absorbed at the receiver level is given by Equation 12,

Prec;tot;PT = SPT$DNI$hopt;PT$hshading;PT (Equation 12)

with:

� hopt;PT , the optical efficiency of the PT, detailed in Equation 13, and retrieved from the experimental characterization of in-

dustrial PT rows given by Valenzuela et al.61 These authors provided a semi-empirical equation correlating the system’s op-

tical efficiency to the angle of incidence of the solar rays on the aperture plane of the PT qi. This incidence angle qi is given

by Equation 14.
� hshading;PT quantifies the inter-row shading (i.e. the shading caused by a row of troughs on the neighboring row) and is given by Equa-

tion 15.62,63 Lspacing refers to the distance separating two neighboring rows, and is taken equal to 18m here. The ’’+’’ sign indicates that

only positive values of the terms into brackets are taken into account, negative values leading to physically impossible negative shading

efficiencies. Finally, qtracking is the PT collector tracking angle, given by Equation 16.64

hopt;PT = 0:768$


cosðqi;PT Þ � 7 $ 10� 4 $ qi;PT � 36 $ 10� 6 $ q2i;PT

�
(Equation 13)

qi;PT = arccos

� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 � cos ðAzÞ2$cos ðElÞ2

q �
(Equation 14)

hshading;PT = 1 �
�
1 � Lspacing

SPT
$cos

�
qtracking

�+
(Equation 15)

qtracking = arctan

�
sinðAzÞ
tanðElÞ

�
(Equation 16)

If the total optical power Prec;tot;PT impinging the receiver exceeds the thermal losses at the receiver level Ploss;390�C , then the thermal power

available at the receiver output Pth;PT is given by Equation 17,

Pth;PT = Prec;tot;PT � Ploss;PT ;l$Ltot;PT (Equation 17)

with Ploss;PT ;l the thermal losses of the PT collectors, estimated through empirical correlations as a function of the average temperature dif-

ference inside the collectors Tmean;PT = T390�C +T290�C
2 :61

Ploss;PT ;l = 0:342 $ ðTmean;PT � TambÞ + 1:163 $ 10� 8$ðTmean;PT � TambÞ4 (Equation 18)

CSP power block model (ST, PVT, PVM and PT models)

The characteristics of the turbine and the inverter are tailored to match the electrical demand profile. Here, we assume that the peak

nominal power of these two components corresponds to 95 % the maximal load power PTL imposed to the solar plant over a year of

operation.

For each CSP technology (PVM, PVT, ST, PT), the output power is written as the product between the total thermal power available and the

efficiency of the power block, provided that the thermal power available at the receiver level exceeds the threshold power value above which

the turbine starts. The electrical power delivered by the power block can simply be written:
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Pel = hPB$Pth (Equation 19)

with hPB the power block efficiency, which is estimated from the nominal temperature Tnom (summarized for each technology in the table

below), the Carnot efficiency hCarnot and the exergy efficiency hex that takes into account the non-ideality of the power block, which has

been taken equal to 0.66 in this work:65

hPB = hex $ hCarnot = hex$

�
1 � Tamb

Tnom

�
(Equation 20)

Photovoltaic module model (PVT, PVM, PV-TES and PV-TPVB models)

The solar radiation impinging the PV panels is a function of the solar technology considered: in the case of PVT systems, the input energy is

equal to the total power gathered by the heliostats and reflected back to the receiver, and is given by Equation 9 (see section ).

The PV-BESS, PV-TES and PV-TPVB models consider regular single-junction silicon PV cells which absorb and convert the global irra-

diation. The PV modules are assumed to be fixed, oriented toward the South in the Northern Hemisphere and toward the North in the

Southern Hemisphere. Their inclination bPV ;SI is equal to the latitude of the site, rounded to the nearest half decade (i.e. 40� at Targasonne,
35� at Phoenix and 20� at Antofagasta). Quito being located on the equator, the optimal inclination angle in this location should be 0�.
However, because of the dust accumulation associated with the flat positioning of the PV panels in these circumstances, it was shown that

small inclination angles would be preferable over flat positioning, and an inclination angle of 10� was thus chosen at this location.66

In the PVMmodel, the PVmodules are used to reflect a fraction of the incoming sunlight to the receiver, located at the top of the tower. The

solar resource available is thus dependent upon the heliostat orientation, the DNI and the DHI resource at each timestep.

Overall, the solar resource impinging the PV modules in the PVM, PV+BESS, PV+TES and PV+TPVB models is given by Equation 21,

PPV ;in = SPV$
�
DNI$cosðqi;modÞ$hshadowing;mod + DHI$ð1 + cosðbmodÞ=2 Þ

	
(Equation 21)

with:

� qi;mod the incidence angle of the sunbeams onto the module. The incidence angle in the case of the PVMmodel, involving PV modules

mounted onto tracking heliostats, is defined in Equation 6.
� hshadowing;mod the shadowing efficiency, which quantifies the area of the PV modules effectively exposed to sunlight. The shadowing in

the PVMmodel in calculated at each timestep and for each heliostat using SolarPilot. In the PV+BESS, PV+TES and PV+TPVBmodels, it

is calculated at each time step based on the equations provided in.67–70

� bmod the inclination angle of the module, which is detailed above for conventional PV modules, and which is given in Equation 22 71 for

the PVT approach involving heliostat tracking.

bhel = arcsin

�
cosðlÞ+ sinðElÞ
2$cosðqi;helÞ

�
(Equation 22)

The PV power output is given by Equation 23,

PPV = FPV$hPV ;theo$kTemp$hinverter$PPV ;in (Equation 23)

with hinverter the inverter efficiency, hPV ;theo the theoretical maximum efficiency of the PV cell (depending on technology), FPV the PV cell’s abil-

ity to approach its own theoretical limit, and kTemp a temperature coefficient of the PV cell that drives the power loss due to the temperature

increase, given by Equation 24.

kTemp = ð1 + bref $ ðTPV � TSTC;ref ÞÞ (Equation 24)

Technology ST PVT PVM PT

Temperature (�C) 560 400 560 390

hex 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66
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The different values that were taken for each technology are summarized in the following table.

Several asumptions were formulated regarding the operation of the different PV converters:

� FPV is a particularly difficult indicator to estimate for technologies that still require significant research and development efforts prior to

their practical implementation: In the case of PVT technology, a value of 0.65 has been arbitrarily set. To date, the first experimental

characterizations of PV cells operating at 400�C have demonstrated a FPV value close to 0.35.43,44,72 The estimates provided in this

work therefore assume a significant improvement in the ability of PVT cells to approach their own theoretical limits. In the case of

PVM technology, which is based on the use of photovoltaic mirrors based on GaAs technology, a value of FPV equal to 0.76 has

been set. This value is identical to those of the best GaAsmodules reported in the literature to date73 In the case of Silicon PVmodules

using PV+TES, PV+BESS and PV+TPVB technologies, a FPV value equal to 0.62 has been chosen. This value is equivalent to that of

Silicon technologies commonly deployed in industrial PV plants %ðh � 20Þ.
� The theoretical efficiency of Si and GaAs cell technologies are determined based on the detailed balance formalism.74 In the specific

case of ’’high temperature’’ cells used in the PVT approach, the conversion efficiency is calculated at each time step taking into account

the solar concentration factor at the PVT receiver.
� The temperature coefficients of GaAs and Si technologies are taken from75 and76 In the case of the PVT approach, a constant receiver

temperature equal to 400�C is assumed.

TSTC;ref is the standard condition test temperature (25�C) and TPV the theoretical equilibrium temperature of the illuminated PV cell, which

is detailed in Equation 25,77

TPV = Tamb + ðTNOCT � TambÞ $ GHI

GNOCT
$
UNOCT

UL
(Equation 25)

with:

� TNOCT = 46�C the normal operating temperature of the cell exposed toGNOCT = 800W :m� 2, andwith heat losses characterized by an

overall coefficient UNOCT = 9:53W :m� 2:K� 1;
� Tamb = 20�C the ambient temperature in the standard test conditions;
� UL = 5:67 + 3:86$Uwind the heat transfer coefficient between the cell and the environment, which depends on the wind speed Uwind ,

itself given by the weather file.

Annual energy production

The annual energy delivered by each plant are obtained by summing the hourly energy productions, considering a time step Dt of 1 h be-

tween two consecutive calculations (see Equation 26).

Ean;plant =
Xh = 8760

h = 1

Pel;plantðhÞ$Dt (Equation 26)

Energy storage model

Energy storage systems are modelled as perfect charging and discharging batteries. The size of the storage systems is given by Equation 27,

withDt;storage the duration of the storage system,which is a variable in the parametric study, Paverage;plant the average power that is producedby

the plant along the year, given in Equation 28, SOCmax;ES and SOCin;ES the maximum and minimum state of charge (SOC) of the energy stor-

age (ES) systems.

EES;capacity =
Paverage;plant$Dt;storage

hrt;ES$ðSOCmax;ES � SOCmin;ESÞ (Equation 27)

Model FPV hinverter bref ½K�1� hPV ;theo

PVT 0.65 0.978 X hPVT

PVM 0.76 0.978 -0.0008 0.33

PV 0.62 0.978 -0.0037 0.32
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The values of these variables are listed in the table below.

Demand

The demand profile applied to each plant investigated is derived as follows:

1. the maximum electrical energy a specific technology can inject into the grid over a year, is calculated with Equation 26 (assuming that

the electrical energy produced is directly injected into the grid);

2. themean power production, corresponding to the power that should be continuously generated by the plant over a year to deliver the

same energy is calculated with Equation 28

Paverage;plant = Ean;plant

�
Nhours;year = Ean;plant

�
8760 (Equation 28)

3. a normalized demand curve is derived considering the actual country demand Pdemand;country :

Pdemand;normðtÞ =
Pdemand;countryðtÞ$1Ph = 8760

h = 1 Pdemand;country$Dt
(Equation 29)

4. the instantaneous demand for a specific power plant Pdemand;plant is obtained by multiplying the normalized demand, the average po-

wer production of the plant, and a demand factor f quantifying the degree of solicitation of the plant relative to the average power

Paverage;plant . If f = 1, then the total energy demanded from the plant is equal to the maximum electrical energy Ean;plant . If f < 1,

then the energy demanded from the plant is lower than this reference value, promoting energy storage. Conversely, f values exceeding

1 promote a direct injection of the electricity generated by the plant on the electrical grid, and lower the amount of energy available for

storage and delayed use. The instantaneous power demanded from the plant can be written:

Pdemand;plantðtÞ = Pdemand;norm$f $Paverage;plant (Equation 30)

Power block sizing and minimum working values

The nominal power of the power block, if relevant, is set as 95 % of the maximum power that can be demanded from the grid, cf. Equation 31.

The minimum power below which the power block is not operating is set as 30 % of the latter, cf. Equation 32.

PPB;nom = 0:95 $max
�
Pdemand;country

�
$f (Equation 31)

PPB;min = 0:3$PPB;nom (Equation 32)

For PV and TPV systems, no minimum threshold power values are considered.

Parametric study

For the 7 different power plants, the main performance indicators are investigated as a function of two operating parameters:

� the energy storage duration Dt;storage, which ranges from 0 h to 30 h;
� the load fraction f , which ranges from 0 to 2.

Energy storage management

The injection of electrical energy on the grid and the storage of the surplus energy follows the strategy described below:

1. Charge:

Energy storage technology SOCmin - SOCmax hrt;ES hself �discharge

TES @ � 560�C 0.02 - 0.98 hPB;Tnom
99.95 %78

TES @ � 400�C 0.02 - 0.98 hPB;Tnom
99.97 %78

BESS 0.10 - 0.9079 0.92579 99.99 %78,80

TPVB 0.02 - 0.98 0.442 99.8 %41
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� The electrical power generated by the plant is calculated for each time step, provided that the power block’s inlet available energy is

higher than the threshold power value below which the turbine cannot be operated;
� If the electrical power generated exceeds the demand, the latter is satisfied and the surplus energy is sent to the storage system, pro-

videdthat theSOC is sufficiently low. If thesurplusenergy ishigher than the remainingstoragecapacity, then thedifference is curtailed;
� In the case of hybrid systems (PVM and PVT), the electrical demand is primarily met by PV electricity. The CSP energy is then either

used to complement the missing fraction of the electricity demand non-delivered by the PV subsystem, or stored as heat. If the PV

production exceeds the electrical demand, then the remaining PV electricity is stored as heat using resistive heating;
� If the sum of the plant’s production and the energy available in the storage is not sufficient to satisfy PPB;min (minimum power

required to start the power block), then the energy generated is entirely stored.

2. Discharge:
� If the electrical power generated by the plant is lower than the demand but higher than PPB;min, then it is fully injected into the grid,

and the missing energy is taken from the energy storage system, provided that its state of charge is high enough;

� If the energy remaining in the storage is not sufficient to satisfy the remaining demand, the storage is discharged to its SOCmin;ES

value and the remaining fraction of the energy demand is not satisfied.

Economic model

CAPEX, OPEX and LCOE

The different costs were divided into capital expenditures (CAPEX) and operational expenditures (OPEX), each of thembeing also subdivided

into different cost contributions associatedwith themain components of the power plants, differentiating cost per power and cost per energy

capacity. The assumptions used for the different CAPEX calculations are summarized in Tables S1 and S2. The costs are expressed in euros

considering an exchange rate of 1.2 US dollar/euro. The cost estimates for 2030 are given in 2020 euros.

ST plants. The CAPEX of a Solar Tower plant is a function of its direct costs DCST , i.e. the costs of the heliostat field DChel;ST , the tower

DCT ;ST , the receiver DCrec;ST , the power block DCPB;ST , the thermal energy storage system DCTES;ST and the balance of plant DCBoP;ST ,

plus all the proportional costs associated with EPC (engineering, procurement and construction), labour and others, respectively estimated

with proportional factors kepc;ST , klab;ST and koth;ST that are applied to the other direct costs. A contingency cost, proportional to the former

total cost, has also to be applied.

CAPEXST =


DCST $

n
1 +

�
kepc + klab + koth

	
ST

o
+ ICST

�
$ð1 + kc;ST Þ (Equation 33)

DCST = ½DChel +DCT +DCrec +DCTES +DCPB +DCBoP �ST (Equation 34)

DChel;ST = Chel;ST$Nhel;ST$Shel;ST (Equation 35)

DCt;ST = Ct;ST$Htower (Equation 36)

DCrec;ST = Crec;ST$Prec;ST (Equation 37)

DCTES;ST = CTES;ST$ETES;ST (Equation 38)

DCPB;ST = CPB;ST$Pnom;ST (Equation 39)

DCBoP;ST = CBoP;ST$Pnom;ST (Equation 40)

The indirect cost of solar towers are only associated with site improvement:

ICST = ICland;ST = Cland;ST$6:459$Nhel;ST$Shel;ST (Equation 41)

PV-BESS plants. The capital expenditure CAPEXPVBES depends on the cost of PV modules,DCmod;PV , the cost of batteries,DCbat , inverter,

DCinv;PV , structural components of PV and BESS, respectively DCstr;PV and DCstr;BES and the electrical components DCel;PV and DCel;BES .

CAPEXPVBES =
�
DCPVBES$

�
1 +

�
kepc + klab + koth

	
PV

�
+ ICPV

�
$ð1 + kc;PV Þ (Equation 42)
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DCPVBES = ½DCmod +DCinv +DCel +DCstr �PV + ½DCbat +DCstr +DCel�BES (Equation 43)

DCmod;PV = Cmod;PV$NmodPV$SmodPV$GHIref $εmodPV ;nom

�
1000 (Equation 44)

DCbat;BES = EBES$ðCbat + Cbat;8 + Cbat;16Þ (Equation 45)

DCinv;PV = Cinv;PV$Pnom;PV (Equation 46)

DCstr ;PV = Cstr ;PV$Nmod;PV$Smod;PV$GHIref $εmod;PV ;nom (Equation 47)

DCstr ;BES = Cstr ;BES$Pnom;PV (Equation 48)

DCel;PV = Cel;PV$Nmod;PV$Smod;PV$GHIref $εmodPV ;nom (Equation 49)

DCel;BES = Cel;BES$Pnom;PV (Equation 50)

ICPVBES = ICland;PVBES = Cland;PVBES$6:459$Nhel;ST$Shel;ST (Equation 51)

PVT plants. PVT plants share a large number of cost components with conventional ST plants, however the integrated PV/CSP receiver is

necessarily more complex than its conventional CSP counterpart, leading to an extra cost of the former. Hybrid PV/CSP plants also share

inverter cost components with conventional PV plants.

CAPEXPVT =


DCPVT $

n
1 +

�
kepc + klab + koth

	
ST

o
+ ICST

�
$ð1 + kc;ST Þ (Equation 52)

DCPVT = ½DChel +DCt �ST + ½DCrec + DCTES + DCPB + DCBoP + DCinv + DCland � (Equation 53)

DCrec;PVT = Crec;PVT$Prec;PVT = Crec;PVT$Prec;ST (Equation 54)

DCTES;PVT = CTES;ST$ETES;PVT (Equation 55)

DCPB;PVT = CPB;ST$Pnom;PVT (Equation 56)

DCBoP;PVT = CBoP;ST$Pnom;PVT (Equation 57)

DCinv;PVT = Cinv;PV$Pnom;PVT (Equation 58)

PVM plants. The CAPEX of PVM plants is estimated taking into account the hybrid nature of the heliostats (acting both as reflectors and PV

converters) and thus, their extra-cost in comparison with conventional mirror-based heliostats.

CAPEXPVM =


DCPVM $

n
1 +

�
kepc + klab + koth

	
ST

o
+ ICST

�
$ð1 + kc;ST Þ (Equation 59)

DCPVM = DCt;ST + ½DChel +DCrec +DCTES +DCPB +DCBoP +DCinv �PVM (Equation 60)

DChel;PVM = Chel;PVM$Nhel;ST$Shel;ST (Equation 61)

DCrec;PVM = Crec;ST$DNIref $Nhel;ST$Shel;ST$εmod;PVM;th (Equation 62)

DCTES;PVM = CTES;ST$ETES;PVM (Equation 63)

DCPB;PVM = CPB;ST$Pnom;PVM (Equation 64)

DCBoP;PVM = CBoP;ST$Pnom;PVM (Equation 65)

DCinv;PVM = Cinv;PV$Pnom;PVM (Equation 66)
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PV-TES plants. The cost components of PV-TES plants are very similar to those of conventional PV plants, and include additional cost com-

ponents associated with the presence of TES system (i.e. heat storage and turbine).

CAPEXPVTES =
�
DCPVTES $

�
1 +

�
kepc + klab + koth

	
PV

�
+ ICPV

�
$ð1 + kc;PV Þ (Equation 67)

DCPVTES =
�
DCmod +DCinv +DCcomp +DCelec

	
PV

+ DCTES + DCPB;PVTES (Equation 68)

DCTES;PV = CTES;ST$ETES;PVTES (Equation 69)

DCPB;PVTES = CPB;ST$Pnom;PV (Equation 70)

DCland;PVBES = Cland;PVBES$6:459$Nhel;ST$Shel;ST (Equation 71)

PV-TPV plants. The costs components of PV+TPVB plants are similar to those of PV+TES, but include the costs components of this partic-

ular storage technology instead of those of TES. In addition, the contingency costs are taken equal to those of ST, because of the financial risks

associated with the development of this new technology.

CAPEXPVTPV =
�
DCPVTPV $

�
1 +

�
kepc + klab + koth

	
PV

�
+ ICPV

�
$ð1 + kc;ST Þ (Equation 72)

DCPVTPV = ½DCmod +DCinv +DCstr +DCel�PV + DCTPV (Equation 73)

DCTPV = CTPV ;E$EPVTPV$εTPV + CTPV ;P$Pnom;PV (Equation 74)

DCstr ;TPV = Cstr ;BES$Pnom;PV (Equation 75)

DCel;TPV = Cel;BES$Pnom;PV (Equation 76)

ICland;TPV = Cland;ST$4:9318$Nhel;ST$Shel;ST (Equation 77)

PT plants. The cost components of PT plants are similar to those of ST power plants, but also include specific cost components.

CAPEXPT =
�
DCPT $

�
1 +

�
kepc + klab + koth

	
PT

�
+ ICPT

�
$ð1 + kc;ST Þ (Equation 78)

DCPT = DCPTC + ½DCHTF +DCTES +DCPB +DCBoP �PT (Equation 79)

DCPTC = CPTC$Nhel;ST$Shel;ST (Equation 80)

DCHTF;PT = CHTF;PT$Nhel;ST$Shel;ST (Equation 81)

DCTES;PT = CTES;PT$ETES;PT (Equation 82)

DCPB;PT = CPB;ST$Pnom;PT (Equation 83)

DCBoP;PT = CBoP;PT$Pnom;PT (Equation 84)

ICPT = ICland;PT = Cland;PT$5:2484$Nhel;ST$Shel;ST (Equation 85)

The operation and maintenance costs are subdivided into three components:

OPEXplant = OPEXplant;power + OPEXplant;energy + ki$CAPEX (Equation 86)

With ki the insurance rate, taken equl to 1 %;79 the insurance cost is directly proportional to the CAPEX.

From those values, the levelized costs of electricity (LCOE) is calculated with Equation 87.

LCOE =
ðka + kiÞ$CAPEX +OPEXan

tdeg;plant$Ean;plant
(Equation 87)

with tdeg;plant representing the levelized degradation of the plant over its entire lifetime (91.4% for PV plants36 and 93.75% for CSP plants63),

and ka a capital recovery factor, given in Equation 88.
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ka =
r$ð1+ rÞNyears

ð1+ rÞNyears � 1
(Equation 88)

All the costs data used for the 2020 and 2030 cost evaluation, along with their references, are provided in Tables S1 and S2. In the absence

of any commercial deployment of PVT and PVMhybrid technologies, the prices of the PVmirrors in the PVMapproach, and of the PVT receiver

(PVT approach) were arbitrarily set to 1.5 time the price of conventional heliostat (a value deduced from the replacement of themirrors (� 20%

of the heliostat cost) by Si PV modules), and to 1.3 times the price of conventional receiver (a value deduced from the integration of III� V

solar cells onto the surface of the thermal receiver).
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